
Communication Brief for The Dark Room SF website redesign 

Project Name:  Bar/Venue Redesign 

Big Picture:  Quirky yet straightforward 

Project Summary:  A clean and consistent design that displays the fun and unique quirkiness of 

the venue and its owners to attract patrons, and also shows a professionalism for people 

wanting to book talent there. 

Business Objectives/Goals:   

To attract more customers:  

Increase sales for concerts/movies/comedy/drink sales 25%.  

Increase # of acts play at the club so we can have consistent theme nights and possible 

festival type shows where several acts play throughout the day/night. 

Increase # of special events planned at the venue, either by companies or individuals for 

private parties. 

Ultimately, to become one of the hippest and most popular nightlife venues in San Francisco. 

Preferred Date of Launch by Client: April 23, 2012 

Target Audience:  

Anyone 21+ who enjoys music and listening to indie bands or seeing up-and-coming music and 

comedy acts. 

Men & Women 21-25, college/drinking-aged, part-time or full-time employed and/or students, 

$20,000-$40,000 income, use PCs and or Macs, Firefox, Laptop, beginner-advanced internet 

skills.  

Men & Women 26-35, college-educated, full- or part-time employed, $45,000-$100,000 

income, use PC or MAC, Firefox, IE or Chrome, beginner-advanced internet skills. 

People who work at record labels or book comedic acts, wanting to try out smaller venues for 

their bands and comedians, probably male or female 26-40, $75,000-$100,000+, intermediate-

advanced internet skills. 

Perception Strategy: 

Current Perception: Dated, Cheesy, Not Serious 



Desired Perception: Current, Quirky, Hip and Fun 

Message Strategy:  

Primary Message:  A fun and intimate place to hang out and discover up-and-coming music and 

comedic talent or reminisce on the films you grew up to. A low-key place to hang out and have 

your next event. 

Strategy:  Highlight the personal vibe of the family owned/run bar along with the quirkiness of 

their style and taste in music, comedy and films. 

Highlight the variety of entertainment options offered and also how they support local talent by 

renting out the space for rehearsals and other special events. 

Competitive Advantages: 

Great location in the Mission in SF.  

Sense of humor and casual, laid-back vibe to nightlife and seeing live music.  

Locally owned and operated.  

 

 


